
Personal Statement Draft Editing Strategies 
 
Three strategies to tackle a draft of a personal statement where the writer is unsure of their focus 
and/or their organization of ideas is very muddy. 
 
 
A. CUT-UP 
 

1. Cut-up your personal statement into paragraph blocks.  
2. If you were to give your reader these paragraphs out of order, would they be able to 

reassemble the essay through signposting clues and the structure of your argument? How 
do we know, for instance, that the third paragraph follows the second?  

 
 
B. LINE-UP & SET-UP 
 

1. Identify the three most important sentences in your draft. Highlight them. Where do they 
come in the essay? If they’re tucked away at the end of a paragraph or buried in the 
middle, how would you restructure the essay so that you get to your central point more 
directly? 

2. Read your first paragraph, then stop. From that one paragraph, what can the reader guess 
about the rest of your essay? What can’t they guess? What signals are you sending?  

3. Write the first sentence of a new draft essay that would point, much more directly, to the 
claim(s) you know will be fundamental in your new personal statement. It doesn’t have to 
restate that point. If you like soccer, then imagine this; the opening sentence is a center 
mid-fielder. It sets up the conditions for the goal. 
 
 

C. TIME TRAVELING  
 

1. Beside each paragraph, write the year that these events occurred.  
2. If the year changes within a paragraph, is that explicitly noted? 
3. If you are jumping ahead, then back, then ahead, there needs to be a clear thematic 

reason. What does this order allow us to see about you? Have you clearly stated that? 
4. How are you identifying time? Year? Semester? General period? What anchoring phrases 

/ clauses do you use? Highlight them. Are you giving your reader this orientation in one 
part of the essay but not another? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


